Common signs posted on Regulated Hunt Areas:
Welcome to Hunt (white and green): Permission to hunt is not needed behind these signs.
Safety Zone (orange and black): Generally posted to protect residences, crops, livestock, or other structures. It is unlawful to hunt in these areas. Also, it is preferred by participating landowners that you do not enter these areas. You may not use any motorized vehicle behind these signs.
Vehicle Closure (yellow and black): Only roads shown in green are open to vehicle traffic when weather permits. All cross-country vehicle travel is prohibited. Other signs may be encountered on the Lost Valley Ranch Regulated Hunt Area, they are specific regulations in response to landowner wishes, and they are enforced cooperatively by the Department and Oregon State Police.

Vehicle Closure and Public Access:

Open when weather permits.

Open when weather permits.

Vehicle Closure (yellow and black):
- No permission is required to hunt on the Lost Valley Ranch Regulated Hunt Area. The area is surrounded by private lands and you are responsible for knowing property boundaries. Do Not Trespass on surrounding private lands.
- Hunting on private lands is a privilege, not a right.
- Private land hunting opportunities will remain in the future only if the property and rights of private landowners are respected! Abuse it and you will lose it.

Area Regulations:
- Check in at Kiosk prior to hunting on Lost Valley RHA
- No camping or night-time use of private land
- No horses allowed
- No fires, be careful with cigarettes
- Do not damage roads during wet conditions
- Respect landowners rights and needs
- Leave all gates as you found them
- No littering, pick up any trash
- Report unlawful activities

Violation Report
- If you witness a violation, record information on this form and present it to an official.
  - Time
  - Date
  - Vehicle make, model & color
  - Vehicle license & state
  - Location / road number
  - City / County
  - Number of persons involved
  - Describe violation

Witness Contact Information
- Mail to: Oregon State Police
  - Fish and Wildlife Division
  - 25140 South 44 Road
  - 97330
  - Fax: 541-588-4562

Access Allowed:
- August 1, 2014 - January 31, 2015
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